Anti-Hebbian learning in a non-linear neural network.
The Hebbian rule (Hebb 1949), coupled with an appropriate mechanism to limit the growth of synaptic weights, allows a neuron to learn to respond to the first principal component of the distribution of its input signals (Oja 1982). Rubner and Schulten (1990) have recently suggested the use of an "anti-Hebbian" rule in a network with hierarchical lateral connections. When applied to neurons with linear response functions, this model allows additional neurons to learn to respond to additional principal components (Rubner and Tavan 1989). Here we apply the model to neurons with non-linear response functions characterized by a threshold and a transition width. We propose local, unsupervised learning rules for the threshold and the transition width, and illustrate the operation of these rules with some simple examples. A network using these rules sorts the input patterns into classes, which it identifies by a binary code, with the coarser structure coded by the earlier neurons in the hierarchy.